Request to Adopt or Rehome a Beagle
Please fill out this form as accurate as possible. You can hover over an area for more information.
Please fill in any area that has a blue box. Any questions please email rescue@beaglesqld.com.au
Personal Information about adopter
Your Name:
Street Address:
Suburb / Town:
Phone Number (s):
Email:
Preferred Contact Method:

State:

P/Code:

Information about your preferred Beagle
If applying for a specific beagle please tell us its name:
Do you have a specific gender you would like?
What age would you prefer?
Can you adopt a pair of beagles at once?
Would you consider a Beagle with pre-existing injury/illness?
Do you want a purebred or a cross-breed?
Will your beagle sleep inside or outside?
What is your current housing situtaion?
I am currently living in a house that is:
- If rented, have you obtained real estate permission?
Who is your real estate agent? |
What best describes your type of house?
What type of fencing do you have?
Does your fence go completely to the ground the whole perimeter of your property?
How many adults are there living in the house?
How many childern, and what are there ages?
How often and for how long would the beagle be left alone?
Do you own a pool?
( ) Yes ( ) No If Yes, is your pool safe from a beagle falling in?
Do you have the resources & permission to make alterations to the fence if required?
How much space will your beagle have to run around outside?
More information about you, and your pets.
Do you, or have you ever owned a beagle before?
Will you have any other pets and the beagle at the same time?
Where will your new beagle sleep? Inside or Outside?
Do you believe that your current pet will be fine with a new member?
Is your current pet desexed?
What other animals do you have?
Have you researched the breed, and watched more than just YouTube videos about beagles?
What previous pets have you had in the past?
Have you ever had to rehome an animal before? If yes, please provide details.

( ) Yes ( ) No
( ) Yes ( ) No

Getting to know you.
In your opinion which of the following circumstances justifies surrendering a pet?
Tick as many as you think are true
( ) does not get on with other pets
( ) To time consuming
( ) children have lost interest and no longer look after/are responsible, or have moved out of home
( ) Medical bills – ongoing medical issues
( ) to much dog hair, shedding or dog ruining floors with nails
( ) fear for safety of new baby
( ) Divorce/ Relationship breakdown
( ) Moving house
( ) Escaping from your yard
( ) Excessive barking
( ) Toilet training problems
( ) Destructive behaviour
( ) Fear of pet becoming lonely while Away from home
( ) Constantly stealing food
( ) Change in job hours
( ) Loss of income or other financial responsibilites
( ) Other Reasons
Do you really know what your getting yourself into?
This is more of a check list of items, to ensure you are ready for adoption.
Did you know that Beagles and hounds cannot be let off leash because they can run away?
Did you know that Beagles are best suited to a multi dog household generally?
Did you know that Beagles can be very loud at times and can bay/howl?
Did you know it could take up to 1 month for your Hound to adjust to a new environment?
Did you know that your Hound will require lots of exercise?
Have you gotten all your bedding, toys, waterbowls, food ready?
Do you have money aside to purchase the above if you don’t have them already?
Have you looked into pet insurance?
Do you really know what your getting yourself into?
Please answer the following questions to prove you have researched getting a beagle.
What are the registration costs of dogs with your council?
Do you know where your nearest Dog Park is?
Do you have a vet selected that you will use?
Where is your nearest 24hr emergency vet?
I have checked that any plants in my yard are not poisonous to dogs.
What type of food am I going to feed my beagle?
It's time to make some promises to us now.
Please answer the following questions to prove you have researched getting a beagle.
I will love and spoil my beagle, and I will spend time training them
I will let my beagle inside my house, although he may be only allowed in at certain times
I will vaccinate, worm and heartworm my beagle as required
I will keep my beagle Flea Free, and use preventative treatment as required
I will take my beagle to seek veterinary treatment whenever it is required
I will never take my beagle to a pound or another rescue group
I will never give-away or sell my beagle without first contacting BAHQ
I will return my beagle back to Beagles & Hounds Queensland
if for any reason I can't continue with any of these promises.

If you have anything else you would like to tell us, please enter it here.

Beagles & Hounds Queensland does not operate on a first come first serve type basis. We get many beagles come in from all walks of life.
By answering these questions honestly and truthfully, it allows us to find a home that is best suited for the beagle. This greatly decreases
the stress on the beagle. Also sometimes a beagle may show aggression or have come from an abusive home, it may need to go to a
home without any other pets, or it may need another dog to show it around. There is no favouritism, and each case is judged on a dog by
dog basis.

If you are serious about adopting a beagle, please join our group on Facebook, a place where we all share stories (good, bad, funny) it
will give you a look into the life of owning a beagle. We also hold events and social activities which you are welcome to attend. We often
have our rescue animals out at these days so it is a good opportunity to talk to another beagle owner.

If you have any concerns or questions that arise from this questionnaire please get in touch with us so we can answer them as soon as
possible for you.

